Legal Notice
The redforts.com domain is property of Redforts Software S.L., a limited company, with legal office in Calle
de Morata 9, 28370 Chinchón (Madrid), and tax number ES-B85946390, registered with the Spanish
Mercantile Register in Madrid (Registro Mercantil de Madrid) in volume 27754, sheet 9, inscription 1 with
number M-500133.

1 - Definitions
REDFORTS: a software and telecommunication services company specialised in software and storage
services, complies with all legal requirements to carry out the activities covered by this contract.
USER: any person or legal entity that accesses the web pages of the domain redforts.com.
PORTAL: all web pages of the redforts.com domain.

2 - USER obligations
A - The USER is responsible for the information that he or she introduces in the PORTAL. The USER is the
only responsible entity for third party claims or any legal action that might be initiated for storing data or for
the legitimacy of obtaining them, herewith releasing REDFORTS from any responsibility or liability.
B - The USER will not access, modify or visualise the configuration or the file structure of REDFORTS
computer servers.
C - Whenever the CLIENT accesses the PORTAL, he or she will do so in compliance with the law, common
morals, good customs and public order, and agrees not to access the PORTAL for reasons contrary to the
established terms of the CONTRACT and/or for illicit purposes that may harm the rights and freedoms of
others or that may damage, impair, or slow down or saturate the PORTAL to the detriment of REDFORTS or
other users. THE CLIENT shall not copy, distribute, disseminate, process, modify or manipulate the PORTAL
contents.

3 - Privacy and data protection
A - All the information that the parties exchange while accessing the PORTAL is confidential. All information
that is not deemed confidential, is excluded from this obligation.
B - The USER privacy data is the personal data entered by the USER at the time the USER requests
information. This data is treated according to the REDFORTS Privacy Policy and is accepted by the USER at
the moment he requests information

4 - Limitation of liability
A - REDFORTS can not be held responsible for any anomalies, poor performance, deterioration, loss of data
or software that occurs in equipment or systems of the USER due to direct or indirect access or attempt to
access the PORTAL.
B - REDFORTS, and all members of its organization, are released from any liability that solely is attributable
to the USER, for breach of the law by the USER.
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